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Press release 23 February 2024 

 

Saab receives Gripen order for 

Hungary  

 
Saab has today signed a contract with the Swedish 

Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) and received an 

order for four additional Gripen C fighter aircraft for 

Hungary.  

 
This order follows an amendment to the contract between FMV and the 

Hungarian Government signed in December 2001 regarding 14 Gripen C/D 

fighters for the Hungarian Air Force. The contract amendment for the four 

additional aircraft was signed by the Hungarian Ministry of Defence and FMV on 

23 February 2024. With this new contract amendment, Hungary will operate a 

total of 18 Gripen C/D aircraft to protect and defend the Hungarian and NATO 

airspace. 

“With the Gripen fighter, Hungary has one of Europe’s most capable air forces. 

We look forward to continuing our close collaboration with the Hungarian 

Government and defence industry,” says Micael Johansson, President and CEO 

of Saab. 

Saab currently has a contract with FMV regarding support for Hungary’s Gripen 

aircraft, and Saab is ready to provide additional upgrades and support for the 

Hungarian fighters beyond 2035.  

Saab and the Hungarian Ministry of Defence have also signed an MoU regarding 

development of high-tech industrial areas and fighter aircraft capabilities. The 

cooperation includes support for the establishment of a Centre of Excellence for 

VR technologies in Hungary.  
 

Saab is a leading defence and security company with an enduring mission, to help nations keep their 

people and society safe. Empowered by its 22,000 talented people, Saab constantly pushes the 

boundaries of technology to create a safer and more sustainable world. Saab designs, manufactures 

and maintains advanced systems in aeronautics, weapons, command and control, sensors and 

underwater systems. Saab is headquartered in Sweden. It has major operations all over the world and 

is part of the domestic defence capability of several nations. 
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